APRIL 2007

The Mini Mag Edition
Welcome to the second issue of the online magazine!

We hope you all enjoyed our months apart, but get ready for new
readings, poems and art work to indulge at!

ENJOY!
- HelpingTeens.org’s Magazine Staff
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Allergy Season Blues

By Sarah (InnocenceLost57)
Here it comes. The faint itching feeling in your nose.
The faint watering of the eyes and the slight soreness whenever
you rub it away. Then comes the sneezing, the coughing, and
finally, your respiratory system seems to shut down entirely. You
can’t breathe, can’t think, and can’t even hear very well.
Yes indeed, springtime is here.
Sound familiar? Then you are most likely one of the millions of
Americans who suffer from seasonal allergies, more commonly
known as hay fever or just plain allergies. During the spring and
summer, several plants, including grasses, trees, and weeds,
release pollen into the air. If your body is sensitive to one or
several of these pollens, then your immune system immediately
launches an attack on the offending invaders with its army of
histamines. This overreaction of your body triggers runny noses,
sneezing, and inflamed sinuses, nose, and eyes. Many also
experience a feeling of fatigue or just a vague “fuzziness” in their
heads, making it hard to function.
There are several options available for the treatment of allergies. Some are common
over-the-counter medications, such as Benadryl or Claritin. However, these drugs may
not work for everyone, and drugs such as Benadryl that contain antihistamines, or
chemicals that block the histamines in your body that cause these reactions, tend to
make the user sleepy and unfocused. Not very idea for school or work.
Other prescription medications, such as Singulair, may work better. Nasal sprays may
give relief for runny, stuffy, or itchy noses. Also, a new treatment has been developed, in
the form of an allergy vaccine. Allergy sufferers need to visit an allergist to get a scratch
test, which means that a doctor will very lightly scratch the surface of your skin with
different allergy-causing things – everything from pollen to cats or dogs. This will tell
your allergist what you are allergic to. From that information, they make up a personalised serum in a vaccine to try and combat the seasonal allergy blues. Many people
have had great success with these vaccines; however, you have to get the vaccine
quite frequently – the doctor starts you off once or twice a week, and then spaces
them out more and more as time goes on. The general idea is to get your body used to
the allergens so that you won’t have a reaction.
If you’re iffy about medication or vaccines, there are some simpler remedies that may
help reduce your allergy symptoms. In the spring and summer, ride with your car
windows up and if you need to use the air conditioning, recirculate the air in the car
(the max AC setting) so that no new pollens from outside are pulled into the car. Close
the windows at home as well, and if you’re willing to invest the money, and air purifier
will help clean existing pollen from the air in the house. Vacuuming more will reduce
pollen in the carpets and drapes. Also, if at all possible, try to stay indoors in the late
morning and early afternoon; pollen counts are higher during this time of day.
The most important part of trying to find relief for allergy symptoms is to find what works
best for you. Not everyone’s bodies are the same, and only YOU can know how you
react with different medications and situations. Talk to your doctor if your allergies are a
problem, or even if you aren’t sure about what course to take. But most of all, be careful
when choosing a treatment, whether it’s something as simple as popping a Benadryl or
something as time-consuming as weekly allergy shots. Think about what allergy relief is
worth to you, and then experiment a bit with different medications – if one doesn’t work,
then tell your doctor and try something else. If you haven’t been in to see a doctor yet,
try to write down all you can remember about medications you’ve tried: when you
started taking them and stopped taking them, how well they worked, and how much
you were taking. Communication is one of the most important tools you have with your
doctor – so use it!

Caffeine: Is it Worth the Craze?

By Sarah (InnocenceLost57)

Millions of people rely on caffeine to get them
through their day, whether it be school, work, or
simply taking care of the house. Caffeine has
long been a remedy for sleepiness and is useful
for a burst of energy to get you through
whatever your day (or night!) holds. However,
some studies show that caffeine can not only
raise your blood pressure, but also decrease
your bone density and raise your blood sugar
as well. So here, we explore the pros and cons t
o staying up on caffeine.
Caffeine works in your body in several ways.
In short, it exaggerates the stress response.
It effectively locks your receptors for adenosine,
which keeps your nervous system from getting too
worked up. Without adenosine, your nervous system can
basically go haywire.
Caffeine has also been found to be addictive for many people,
so be careful if you drink several cups of coffee or several
sodas a day – if you suddenly stop, you may experience
withdrawal symptoms. However, this does not happen with
everyone, and you have to take in huge amounts of caffeine
daily to become addicted.
Despite these drawbacks, caffeine has several benefits. It can
improve memory, improve mental functioning, and fight
fatigue. It also speeds reaction times, and light to moderate
coffee consumption – two to four cups a day – may help
prevent type 2 diabetes, Parkinson’s disease, and liver
disease.
In short, it is up to you to decide if the benefits of caffeine
outweigh the risks. Study after study shows that some caffeine
is helpful, but too much will make you sick. So whether you
drink juice, soda, or coffee, make sure you consume it (just like
everything else!) in moderation.

And, if nothing else, always keep a ready supply of tissues at hand.
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Jokes

Creative Writing
“Lash Out...”

By Victoria Louise
Lash out. Thrash yourself forward.
Gloomy to your dismay.
Vengeful at best.
Take it all, consume the means.
Suck it all consistently.
Attack at full force, holding no prisoners.
Release your fury seize your strength

• In a courtroom, a pursesnatcher is on trial and the victim
is stating what happened. She says, "Yes, that is him. I saw
him clear as day. I'd remember his face anywhere." At
which point, the defendant bursts out, "You couldn't see
my face, lady. I was wearing a mask!"
• Two robins were lying on their backs, basking in the
sun. A mama cat and her kitten were walking by.The kitten
complained, "Mama, I'm sooo hungry, what can we
eat?"To which the mama cat, spying the two robins,
replied, "Howabout some Baskin Robbins?"

HaHa
• A man being mugged by two thugs put up a tremendous fight! Finally, the thugs subdued him and took his
wallet. Upon finding only two dollars in the wallet, the
surprised thug said "Why did you put up such a fight?" To
which the man promptly replied "I was afraid that you
would find the $200 hidden in my shoe!"
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Bright

By anonymous08
I'm about to fly
Running, the tall grass brushes past my legs,
The sun beats down and shines into my smile
Sun beams captured, golden in my hair
Hands out to catch the wind
Fingers spark with the electricity of excitement
And I jump . .
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With all these recalls on pet food, what’s healthy... what’s not?
By the Editor: dolly (CausticTears)

T

he can food you’ve been feeding your cat,
Frisky, or your dog, Sparky, have been recalled. You
read the list of recalled foods and you’re wondering What is okay to feed my pet?
In recent US news, many commercial wet foods that
were produced in a Menu Foods facility have been
recalled. Some of these products include: Iams and
Eukanuba. In other words, most of the cans and
pouches you’ve purchased at a grocery store,
Walmart, Petco or even a Pet Boutique may have
been recalled. Many cats and dogs have fallen sick or
have closed doors because of this contamination. It’s
a devestating mess up.
But - maybe this will show all pet owners something. If
this huge list of over 40 brand name foods have been
recalled all for same reason, what does this show you?
They all have similar ingredients and are made the
same way. There is no difference, really. It’s all the
same food. How weird. And they’ve all been
recalled? So how healthy are these foods to begin
with?
Not very healthy at all.

Who really is Menu Foods?
In simplest terms, Menu Foods is a can food manufacturer. Many companies, like Eukanuba and Nutro, use
this manufacturer for the production of cans.

Some other pet foods were recalled, why?
Some other pet foods, like Hills Prescription Diet MD
for felines and a whole packful of Nutro cans were
recently recalled. Why?
The Hills MD was voluntarily recalled because the FDA
found melamine in the food.
Nutro was, also, voluntarily recalled. It was recalled
because of the wheat gluten in it.
Bottom line: foods are being looked into carefully now,
in case, of new contaminations.
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What is wheat gluten anyway?
Wheat gluten is a part of wheat that’s primarily used
instead of actual meat. In pet terms, it’s referred to as
a “filler.” It fills up portions of the pet food instead of
using actual meat. Many vegetarians will eat wheat
gluten instead of meat. But, dogs and cats are
naturally carnivores and need meat protein.

What’s melamine?
Melamine is an “ingredient” used with another component to produce plastic. Some products made
with melamine are fabrics, glues and countertops.
If consumed, melamine may produce kidney stones,
reproductive damage or even cancer.

So what can you do now for pet? What are you
supposed to buy?

Number one: Look at ingredients. Scan through all
the ingredients listed and look for food words that
you can read. Natural foods will have ingredients like
“deboned chicken,” “chicken meal,” “whole eggs,”
etc.
Number two: Try and find a holistic pet food store
near you for foods that are not commercial. If there
aren’t any holistic stores near you; look at the sites of
the example foods listed below. Some healthy and
natural pet foods are: Innova, Natural Balance, Wellness, and Merrick.
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Thank you all for reading the second issue of the

HelpingTeens.org’s Magazine. Hope you all enjoyed it!
If you have any comments, questions, or even something you
wanna submit... email me at magazine@helpingteens.org .
Thank you to the people who submitted your work!
And once again, thank you to the magazine staff and a pat on my
own back.
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